LO is largest in the aviation industry
LO in aviation

HK in aviation

Your best alternative

More than 8000 employees in the aviation
industry have chosen to join HK or
another LO-affiliated trade union.

If you work in traffic, ticket offices,
administration or customer service
centres, HK is the largest trade union.
HK has collective agreements, union
branches, local union representatives, and
members in all the largest companies;

The whole aviation industry is highly
competitive. The Aviation Collective
Agreement HK/NHO provides for national
wage settlements, minimum pay and
guarantee provisions. HK’s workplace
branches also have the right to bargain
locally on issues of pay, and pay scales
including years of experience.

LO is the largest in aviation with its over
8000 members in sectors such as traffic,
customer service centres, ticket offices,
baggage handling, cabin, cockpit, fire and
rescue, security, fuel, cleaning and
administration. LO has a collective
agreement in all of these areas.
Together these trade unions provide a
strong membership alternative for all
employees in the aviation industry.
To meet the challenges imposed by
restructuring and to combat attacks on pay
and working conditions, the combined
union strength that HK and LO provide is
an absolute necessity. HK and LO also have
at hand some of the country’s best lawyers
in employment law.

HKs nettsider:
www.handelogkontor.no

SAS/SGH, Norwegian, Aviator Alliance,
Menzies Aviation, Widerøe etc.
You get the best offer by joining HK and
LO!

HK, which is the best alternative, will be in
an even better and stronger position when
you join us!

Read more at:

LOfavør provides membership benefits for
all those who are organised in an LO trade
union. Good and reliable deals have been
negotiated on behalf of LO’s 900 000
members. Read more at www.lofavor.no

www.flr.no and www.hkinfo.no

HK – your best insurance at work.

With local union representatives and
support from HK you stand in a strong
position in the event of difficulties at work.

E-post:
post@handelogkontor.no

HK hopes you will join the team!

Fagbladet HK-Nytt:
www.hk-nytt.no

